Parking and Transportation
Advisory Board Meeting Minutes
Friday, February 17, 2017 (Main 127)

Meeting called to order at 1:00 p.m. by meeting chair Clayton Harrington.

Members present:
Chair: Clayton Harrington
Co-Chair: Carlos Brown
John A. Venuti
Justin Moses
Kathleen E. Blankenship
Barbara Kidd
Jeff Eastman
Katy Rosemond
Keith Van Inwegen
Mary Cox
Mitzi Lee
Michele A. Armstrong
Nathan C. Doughty
Mark Divens
William Martin
Perrin Downing SGA

Members not present:
Kevin Harris
Meredith Weiss
Carissa Etters
Taylor Jones
Larry Medina
Larry Little
Jillian Stafflinger SGA

Special Guests:
Chris Daily
Diane Linderman

Shared documents:
1. Campus Wide Parking and Transportation Study - Phase I
2. Evaluation Matrix of Most Promising Parking Intercept Sites for MCV Campus

I. Review Timeline - Keith Inwegen
   Phase 1: (meeting today) interim solution
   Phase 2: comprehensive study looking at supply and demand

II. Presentation - Clayton Harrington

III. VHB presents Campus Wide Parking and Transportation Study - Christopher Daily and Diane Linderman
   Green = (most promising), yellow = (middle), and red = (difficult)
Evaluation Matrix of Most Promising Parking Intercept Sites for MCV Campus:
26 properties + Anthem = 27 properties in question

12 (A’s) = Most promising
14 (B’s) = NO
1 (Delete) #22 (formerly the Red Carpot Inn)

Mary Cox questioned what would be done once Clayton received the ranked list. She suggested that we pass it to the Parking & Transportation Committee to review and possibly have further feasibility testing done.

Where are the consultants on Phase II and Carlos with the construction phase?

Future Meetings - Doodle will be sent on Friday, February 27 for a possible meeting before March 10.

III. Action Items
Keith Van Inwegen is to compile the list of properties and will pass it back to everyone so they can select their top five choices.

Meeting adjourned at 2:30PM.

* Indicates interjection by a committee member